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About This Game

Saving the cookie is a super extreme casual game where you will need to use all your superhero senses!

- Transform the mouse into a cookie and move it to save it from malevolent and hungry Chester.
- Check your best time and beat your personal record.

- Increase your position in the world ranking and compete with your friends.
- Enjoy!
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i give this game a...
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t out of 5
(not really). syka ♥♥♥♥♥
. One of it's kind! However the learning curve is pretty steep and some levels just seem impossible.... I beat this game in 30s, I'm
so amazing!. Great game for anyone that is a "student" of professional wrestling, or even the less popular term of sports
entertainment. You can take over 1 of roughly 30 promotions worldwide, that cater to all the styles of wrestling, as well as
promotion levels. Want to take over a WWE style promotion? What about a WCW type in the late 90s? Ring of Honor? ECW?
All of the options are there, or you can tweak the style of the promotion manually. AMAZING depth when you run the game
with all of or multiple regions; you can pick from US, Japan, Europe, Canada, Mexico, Australia, etc.

Again, anyone who is a loves the business from a high level (just meaning not controlling the wrestlers directly, but nearly
everything else), this game is for you.. One of the most entertaining tycoons in the history. Challenging campaign and very good
multiplayer mode.. Remarkable game, great soundtrack, combines old school zelda-level adventuring with binding of isaac
bullet hell enemies. Impressive world design and definitely shows how much work the devs put into it, this game is a must own
for anyone who enjoys zelda-style adventure and exploration.

PLEASE play this game, we need more of this!. While Hot Plates has sound mechanics and, at times, fun gameplay, I cannot
recommend a purchase. The game is way too slow to get started and does a poor job of explaining what all of the icons mean.
While some people may like to learn as they go, basic instruction as to your starting kitchen appliances and receipes would be
great. However, you don't learn about the receipes until mid-way through the VERY slow, VERY boring tutorial.

If you like mindless, and time-wasting, cooking sims. Hit up Hot Plates and buy it.

See for yourself:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/E_7MIGyPd9w. I'm not sure how this game got in my library, probably from humble bundle but I beg you,
DO NOT PLAY THIS GAME. It's not even beta ready. The game just flat out sucks, the AI is all boring and you rarely see an
enemy and all you have to do it is side step and hit it in a circle. There is no story.

If you want a sub par walking sim, then this is up your alley. Not worth playing.. I had hopes for this game when it first got the
green light but it seems not much was ever really accomplished in it's production and now it looks as if the game has been
abandoned completely... Don't buy this game, there are too many other sandbox games like this that are better and have better
dev support.
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Very nice. Comes with 21 tracks (the full OST) in mp3 format, as well as the opening in mp4 format.. UPlay ruined this
game for me.. Classic style arcade coin-op action!!!! with MATHS!! and some good music! Deffo a must at 3.99 never
mind at 39p!. Empire of the Gods is nice card game. It took me 7.3 hours to get all achievements.
The game mechanics are simple (but nice - and for me new) and if you read a very short tutorial (less than 2 minutes)
you will easily understand how to play.
Strategy means in this case to decide how you will spend fame in game and to improve your character. Also you must
decide in which order you will spend your cards.

Nice casual game. I wont play again the game as I got max achievements but it is possible for you to enjoy more runs
than me.
You can support an indie game.. it would be nice if i could download it. As other have said, I loved this game on the Wii
and wanted to support the game when it came on Steam. However, the PC port has too many issues for me to
recommend. Like many others constant crashes make the to unstable to be enjoyable.. The Legion has been reworked
recently, in a way that makes them more threatening + fun however less accessible to players who are incapable of
chases as a 115% movespeed killer.

For anyone semi-competent I recommend ignoring the reviews talking about nerfs.

The Legion's power offers excellent tracking potential and okay stalling potential. He has base movement speed and
being quite a small killer gives some excellent mind game potential as it's much easier to lose sight of you around
certain obstacles.. Ace of Words is one of these games I'm interested in for a potential educationnal value. So testing it
was changing me from the F2P Lost Lands\/Clover Tales or other hidden objects games (and Killing Floor 2 that keeps
crashing on me since another update of theirs).

Do you know anagrams and Scrabble? Well, it's kinda a mix of them. You're given a list of letters and it's up to you to
make the maximum words. The default mode isn't allowing you for 7 or 8 letters, so, go to the options and activate it,
so that you will be able to make some achievements.

You can see the number of words available and they're revealed to you on the upper part of the screen. However, in
order to access a new puzzle and keep your previous score, you need to reach the 100% bar. Also, you need to reach a
certain level before unlocking the hint option.

But the best is that you change language. I could play in French, though I switched back to English. I'm maybe lacking
words but at least, I'm not being frustrated. Let me explain: the game doesn't allow for words existing in French with
accents. And trust me, there are a lot like that, that you can make but as the dictionnary included doesn't allow you to
put them, you're frustrated.

It's the same for English. Where Letter Quest: Grim's Journey allows you a lot of words, Ace of Words is restricting.
However, I'm surprise sometimes: some words are really weird and probably derives from scientific langages. Too bad,
you don't have any little definition with it.

Anyway, Ace of Words is really a good game to exercise your vocabulary if you're not an English speaker for example.
It's a real good moment to pass with it. Perhaps the price is high for that kind of game but yeah, if you can buy it
during a sale or when it's bundled, go for it!. I enjoyed the experience Into Blue Valley crafts and this isn't a straight-
up "No" to recommending it, however the game takes all of about a half an hour to see everything, ends abruptly (the
game just closes at the end? No credits or anything, just back to desktop?) and at 4.99$ that is quite a costly, brief
experience.

Into Blue Valley is an immersive, at-times spooky \/ at-times relaxing, VERY brief (30 min maybe??) experience. The
game does a good job of crafting an immersive environment via its weather effects (snow \/ wind breezing throughout
the outdoor areas..) and its orchestral music is very well-done and fitting to the enviroments. The gameplay itself is
nothing revolutionary for the Walking Simulator genre, you slowly plod your way along to read various notes scattered
throughout the desolate city, search for a handful of items to be "used" (placed) at a later location near the game's
finale, while occassionally seeing creepy, dark silhouettes of figures in the distance who will always disappear before
you get too close to them with the same "flash of white" effect. This is cool and unsettling the first several times it
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happens, but as the game reaches its climax it begins to do the same effect every few steps, and with each repeated use
of the same shtick it begins to lessen the impact of each time it's used.

Into Blue Valley isn't a bad game per se, it effectively crafts a range of player reactions during its brief storyline
ranging from introspection to unsettled via its foreboding atmosphere, and (if you are familiar with the slower pace of
Walking Simulator games) you will likely want to see it through to its end to unravel more of its ambiguous, surreal
setting. Unfortunately, its price of 4.99$ seems very high considering what little content it offers. I would recommend
Into Blue Valley to Walking Simulator enthusiasts, and people who don't mind short but memorable experiences, but
at a sparse 30 minutes to see nearly all of the experience, you may be better off seeking out another game or waiting
until this is on sale.. Death's Hangover is a arkanoid style ball'n'bat game with unique mechanics.

Pros:
+ Game mechanics: Lots of innovation to the genre
+ Jokes
+ Nice artstyle
+ Fun

Neutral:
~ Sfx and soundtrack is a bit shallow

Cons:
- None

8/10 Its a little gem. If you want a fun, innovative ball'n'bat game with a retro look, this is it.
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